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Abstract. In this study, low-frequency variations in temperature anomaly are investigated by mapping temperature
anomaly records onto random walks. We show evidence that
global overturns in trends of temperature anomalies occur on
decadal time-scales as part of the natural variability of the climate system. Paleoclimatic summer records in Europe and
New-Zealand provide further support for these findings as
they indicate that anti-persistence of temperature anomalies
on decadal time-scale have occurred in the last 226 yrs. Atmospheric processes in the subtropics and mid-latitudes of
the SH and interactions with the Southern Oceans seem to
play an important role to moderate global variations of temperature on decadal time-scales.

1

Introduction

The Earth’s average surface temperature has increased by
0.6±0.2◦ C since the late 19th century with significant global
impacts (IPCC, 2007). The dramatic heat waves in the Northern Hemisphere (Berniston, 2004; Karl et al., 1995; Karl
and Knight, 1997; Meehl and Tebaldi, 2004), extensive collapses of ice shelves over the Artic (Serreze et al., 2003) and
Antarctic (Shepherd et al., 2003), recent hurricane activity
(Emanuel, 2005) and other major weather events are viewed
as a direct result of this warming, which is attributed partly
to natural variability of the climate system and partly to human activity. However, uncertainties about the details of the
natural variability as well as the response of the climate system to the rapid increase of greenhouse gases still remain
(IPCC, 2007). Understanding natural variability of the climate system is crucial to predict non-linear climate forcings
and abrupt changes possibly due to anthropogenic activity
(Alley et al., 2003). The objective of this study is to imCorrespondence to: L. M. V. Carvalho
(leila@model.iag.usp.br)

prove our understanding of climate variability by providing
new insights about the spatiotemporal variability of temperature anomalies.
Here, low-frequency variations in temperature fluctuations
on distinct time-scales are investigated by mapping temperature anomaly records onto random walks. Based on this approach, statistics of temperature fluctuations have been successfully applied to demonstrate the importance of El Niño
in moderating changes in global temperature (Tsonis et al.,
1998; Tsonis et al., 2003). Motivated by this previous study,
mapping onto a random walk is used here to describe lowfrequency variations in the sequence of anomalous events
over time in a given region and ultimately understand temporal variations and spatial organization of global temperature
fluctuations.
This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 discusses the
data and the rationale for the application of mapping onto a
random walk to interpret low-frequency variations of global
temperature fluctuations. Section 3 investigates the scaling
properties of these random walks to investigate the role of
low-frequency variations in the atmosphere in moderating
global temperature fluctuations. Section 4 discusses persistence and anti-persistence in trends of temperature fluctuations on decadal time-scales. Section 5 presents an analysis
of paleoclimatic data, which confirms this anti-persistence on
decadal time-scales in the last 250 years. Section 6 summarizes the main results and conclusions of this study.

2

Data and methods

Global daily temperature anomalies are examined in the
present climate (1948–2005) using NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
with 2.5◦ latitude/longitude resolution (Kalnay et al., 1996)
and over the past 226 yrs (1750–1975) using reconstructed
summer temperature over Europe (Briffa et al., 1988) and
New Zealand (Xiong and Palmer 2000). Long-term linear
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trends are removed from daily temperatures at 2 m (T2m) in
the present climate. The annual and, in some regions also the
semi-annual cycle, dominate the spectral variance of daily
temperatures (e.g. Wilks, 1995). In this study, temperature
anomalies T 0 are obtained by removing both cycles, defined
as the first and second harmonics of the average daily temperatures for the period 1948–2005. All other oscillations
present in the period are maintained. For example, significant power exists in the 4–7 years band corresponding to
ENSO. Such features, however, are broadband features and
do not represent periodic signals; they are the result of nonlinear dynamics (e.g., Eccles and Tziperman, 2004). As such
they should not be removed from the records. Figure 1 shows
an example of the raw temperature signal at a grid point
(Fig. 1a) and resulting T 0 signal after the long term trend and
the annual and semi-annual cycles are removed (Fig. 1b). As
Fig. 2 shows, the resulting distributions of T 0 are Gaussian,
which is expected for temperature anomalies.
The global spatiotemporal variations of T 0 are interpreted
within the framework of random-walks. According to this
approach (Tsonis, 1992; Tsonis et al., 2003), the corresponding T 0 signal at a given location is mapped onto a walk by
calculating a net displacement y(i) defined by the running
sum:
y(i) =

i
X

T 0 (j )

i = 1, 21170

(1)

j =1

Fig. 1. (a) Example of temperature time series observed at 47.5◦ N
and 0◦ ; (b) temperature anomalies T 0 obtained after removing the
linear trend and the first and second harmonics of the average daily
temperatures for the period 1948–2005; (c) running sum y(t) obtained from temperature anomalies in (b) (see Eq. 1) for the same
period.
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This running sum describes the sequence of anomalous
events over time in a given region and is influenced by the
magnitude and persistence of the fluctuations; these in turn
depend on complex relationships with the climate system
(Tsonis, 1992, Mann et al., 1998). Figure 1c illustrates the
running sum (Eq. 1) computed for temperature anomalies
shown in Fig. 1b. Mapping onto a random walk is an efficient
approach to represent important low-frequency variations in
the regime of temperature fluctuations (Tsonis et al., 2003).
If climate forcings in a period 1t are such that positive (negative) temperature anomalies are more frequent than negative
(positive) anomalies, the corresponding running sum exhibits
a positive (negative) slope in that time interval. Therefore,
time variations in the slope of the running sum are important
indications of regime changes in temperature fluctuations.
An appropriate statistical quantity used to characterize the
walk is the root mean square fluctuation about the average
displacement (Montroll and Shlesinger, 1984; Peng et al.,
1992; Buldyrev et al., 1995; Tsonis et al., 2003):
D
E D
E2 1/2
F (t) = [1y(t)]2 − [1y(t)]
(2)
where 1y(t)=y(i+t)−y(i), and the symbols (< >) indicate average over all positions i of the walk. Operationally,
this is equivalent to the following steps: (1) consider a caliper
of distance (time scale) t=1, (2) start from the beginning position (i=1) and calculate 1y(1) for i=1, (3) move to the
www.nonlin-processes-geophys.net/14/723/2007/
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second position (i=2) and calculate 1y(1) for i=2 and so
on, (4) average over all positions the quantities in Eq. (2) to
obtain F (t) for t=1, (5) repeat for other time scales. Note
that in Eq. (2) F 2 (t) is nothing else than the variance of the
increments 1y(t).
For a time series x(i), whose values are Gaussian with zero
mean and unit variance (white noise), the spectral density
scales according to Sx (f )∼f −β with β=0 (flat spectrum). A
i
P
x(j ) is called
motion defined by the running sum y(i)=
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by Mandelbrot (1983) where it is stated that as long as the
running sum is Gaussian with zero mean and a variance that
scales as t 2H (which implies that F (t)∼t H ), then the Hausdorff exponent can account for the Hurst exponent. Thus,
provided that the Hausdorff exponent H is estimated from
the variance of the running sum y(i), the following conditions apply to the original signal x(i) (Feder, 1988; Malamud
and Turcotte, 1999):
– If H <0.5, then x(i) exhibits anti-persistence

j =1

Brownian motion and its spectral density scales according to
Sy (f )∼f −β with β=2. Thus the spectral exponent for the
summed time series is +2 larger than the non-summed time
series (Malamud and Turcotte, 1999). Note that a Brownian motion has Gaussian increments 1y(t). It is well known
from theory that the fluctuations F (t) of a Brownian motion
scale according to F (t)∼t H with H =0.5. This implies that
2H +1=β. We can generalize this for any process exhibiting a spectrum that scales according to S(f )∼f −β , 1≤β≤3
(such processes are called self-affine processes; in this case
it follows that 0≤H ≤1). In other words, if x(i) has a characteristic exponent β then the running sum (integral) of x(i),
y(i), is characterized by a power–spectral exponent β+2, and
if the increments 1y(t) are Gaussian with zero mean and a
variance that scales according to F (t)∼t H (0≤H ≤1), then
H is related to β via the relationship 2H +1=β (Peitgen and
Saupe, 1988; Malamud and Turcotte, 1999). The exponent
H (which is also called the Hausdorff exponent and often denoted as Ha ) characterizes the self-affinity of y(i). Note that
motions with H 6 =0.5 are called fractional Brownian motions
(fBm).
It can be shown that H is related to the Hurst exponent,
Hu , (Hurst, 1951; Hurst et al., 1965). The Hurst exponent of
a time series varies from zero to one. If it is equal to 0.5 it indicates that the time series is a series of uncorrelated values.
If it is greater than 0.5 the time series exhibits persistence,
meaning that chances are that a present tendency in the data
will continue in the future. If it is less than 0.5 the time series exhibits anti-persistence, meaning that chances are that
a present tendency in the data will be reversed in the future.
A Gaussian white noise is a sequence of uncorrelated values
and therefore it has a Hu =0.5 and β=0. This would imply
that 2Hu −1=β. The running sum of this white noise has
β=2 and as we discussed above is related to the Hausdorff
exponent according to 2H +1=β. It follows that the Hausdorff exponent of the running sum of x(i) (estimated from
the r.m.s. analysis on y(i)) is the Hurst exponent of x(i).
For example, given an signal x(i), then if we use its running
sum y(i) and Eq. (2) and find that H =0.7, this will indicate
that the corresponding β for y(i) is equal to 2.4. Then the
corresponding β for x(i) is equal to 2.4–2=0.4, which gives
Hu =0.7, which in turn indicates persistence in our original
signal x(i). This relation is expressed as: Hu (β−2)=H (β)
(Malamud and Turcotte, 1999). This has been noted earlier
www.nonlin-processes-geophys.net/14/723/2007/

– If H =0.5, then x(i) is a sequence of uncorrelated
values (3)
– If 0.5<H <1, then x(i) exhibits persistence
The above discussion and relations indicate that both spectral analysis on x(i) [T 0 (i) in our case] and fluctuation analysis on y(i) provide the same information. The advantage
of using the running sum approach is that it provides a more
efficient way to estimate H than spectral analysis does for
β. Direct estimation of β is difficult because noise inherent
to the spectral density of T 0 (i) masks the presence of scaling
regimes. On the other hand F (t) is a much smoother function
of t, and H is obtained more precisely. The reason is that the
mean root mean square fluctuation is related to the autocorrelation function C(t)=<x(i)x(i+t)>−<x(i)>2 according
t P
t
P
to the relation F 2 (t)=
C(j −i) (Stanley, 1971). Bei=1 j =1

cause F is related to C through a double sum, fluctuations
in F are substantially reduced compared to fluctuation in C
(which relates to spectral density).
These above concepts reflect the existence of scale invariance, a property inherent to many nonlinear processes in nature (Tsonis, 1992). Therefore, persistence is used here to
indicate the tendency for existing temperature fluctuations
regime to persist. These relationships are used here to examine low-frequency variations in global temperature.
3

Time-correlation scaling properties

Tsonis et al. (1998) applied the mapping onto a walk approach to the monthly global temperature record (1865–
1998). They showed that the global temperature data exhibit
two distinct scaling regimes; one consistent with a power law
with H =0.65 for t<20 months and the other with a power
law with H =0.4 for t>20 months. The interpretation is that
processes of time scales less than 20 months sustain a tendency toward an initial trend (whether positive or negative)
and processes of time-scales greater than 20 months tend to
reverse the past trend. They also conclude that this change
in behavior defines an important characteristic time scale in
global climate. Here we extend this type of analysis to investigate the spatial variation of scaling properties of temperature fluctuations.
Nonlin. Processes Geophys., 14, 723–733, 2007
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Fig. 2. Frequency distribution of daily temperature anomaly (T 0 )
for selected grid points (1948–2005). Latitude and longitude of
each grid point are indicated inside the figure.

In order to examine this issue, we look at variations in the
power-law (H coefficient) in pre-defined scales. This interval of scales yields robust statistics for the determination of
H , considering the length of data. The scales we investigate
correspond to the following time-intervals: 2–15 days, 20–90
days, 100–200 days, 2.0–4.0 years, 4.5–6.0 years, and 6.5–
7.0 years. The choice of these ranges is based on the fact that
they are known to explain a large fraction of spectral variance of temperature and circulation over the globe between
2 days–7 years (Peixoto and Oort, 1992; Madden and Julian,
1994). The separation in scales does not necessarily imply
that we expect a break in scaling properties on these particular scales. Figure 3 exemplifies the log(F (t)) vs. log(t)
plot and respective changes in scaling properties on different time-scales. For this particular grid-point, located at the
equator and longitude 100◦ W, H <0.50 is observed for timescales longer than two years.
The spatial variability of H for the different time-scales
is shown in Fig. 4. On synoptic time-scales (2–15 days)
(Fig. 4a), H coefficient is above 0.5 over all regions of the
planet which indicates a universal persistence of temperature fluctuations on that time-scale. H is higher over tropical Pacific and Atlantic (H >0.90). The subtropics and extratropics, particularly over the storm track of the Southern
Hemisphere and eastern coast of the United States, Southern
Australia and southern South America, are associated with
relatively lower values of H , between 0.6 and 0.7. Cold
fronts, cyclones and anti-cyclones are some of the known
phenomena affecting temperature on the synoptic time-scales
and they occur in nature essentially to equilibrate differences
in temperature between tropics and extratropics (e.g. Holton,
2004). Nevertheless, although changes in temperature are
certainly observed before and after a passage of a frontal
system, these changes do not reverse the long-term trends
in temperature anomalies.
Nonlin. Processes Geophys., 14, 723–733, 2007
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Fig. 3. Example of a log(F (t)) vs. log(t) plot (dark symbols) for a
grid point located at latitude 0 and longitude 100◦ W (1948–2005)
and time-scale ranging from 2 days–8 years. The scaling coefficient
H observed over distinct time-scales is also indicated (long dashed
gray lines).

On intraseasonal time-scales (20–90 days) (Fig. 4b), the
universal tendency for persistence continues albeit with
lower values (0.55<H <0.65) over continental areas. The
Madden-Julian oscillation (Madden and Julian, 1994) is one
of the most powerful tropical phenomenon on intraseasonal
time-scales that modulates cloudiness, precipitation and circulation over the tropics, with impacts on the subtropics and
extratropics of both hemispheres (e.g, Lau and Waliser, 2005,
and references therein). In addition, important variations on
intraseasonal time-scales have been observed in temperature
(Przybylak, 2002) and sea ice (Baba et al., 2006) records
in high latitudes. However, the physical reasons for distinct
scaling characteristics and, therefore, H over the continents
and oceans are not obvious but suggest different responses of
temperature fluctuations on intraseasonal time-scales. Difference in the spectrum of maritime and continental stations
at high frequencies (f >month−1 ) have been also identified
in Pelletier (1997).
The 100–200 days time-scale (Fig. 4c) shows spatial characteristics that are similar to intraseasonal (20–90 days) timescales, in particular low H values over the continents. Nevertheless, H decreases in most regions and now approaches
to 0.50, which indicates that for this time-scale future and
past trends are likely uncorrelated. In some few areas over
the extratropics of the Northern Hemisphere H is <0.50. In
addition, changes in H also occur over the southern oceans
on this scale.
Finally, we focus our attention on scaling properties
on interannual to intra-decadal time scales (2.0–7.0 years)
(Fig. 4d–f). The general observation now is that as the time
scale increases, the tendency for H is to become less than
0.5 almost everywhere on the globe. Arguably, these time
scales correspond to the time scale of ENSO, one of the most
www.nonlin-processes-geophys.net/14/723/2007/
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Fig. 4. The scaling coefficient H obtained in distinct time-scales: (a) 2–15 days, (b) 20–90 days, (c) 100–200 days, (d) 2.0–4.0 years, (e)
4.5–6 years and (f) 6.5–7 years. Degrees of freedom are indicated at the top of each panel. Dashed (Solid) lines identify H <0.5 (H >0.5).

important features of our climate system. This observation
supports the hypothesis postulated by Tsonis et al. (2003)
that El Niño is a mechanism that reverses previous positive
trends of temperature anomalies. In addition to the above
variance analysis we present the distributions of the increments 1y(t) for various time scales t. The distributions
are indeed Gaussian with vanishing (zero) mean (Fig. 5).
This, together with the power law scaling, satisfies the other
condition entering the interpretation of persistence and antipersistence discussed at the end of Sect. 2.
We need to stress here some of the strengths and limitations of our analysis and results. First we emphasize that
correlation coefficients of the regression of log(F (t)) vs.
log(t) in the various ranges are very high (above 0.99) and
the standard error of the regression coefficient SH are very
small for all scales. Figure 6 shows the spatial variability
of SH for time scales 2.0–4.0 years (Fig. 6a) and 4.5–6.0
years (Fig. 6b). To emphasize regions with large errors, all
www.nonlin-processes-geophys.net/14/723/2007/

grid points with SH >0.025 are shaded. Clearly, a very small
fraction of grid points shows SH >0.025, and no one is observed with errors above 0.05. For the 6.0–7.5 time scale all
grid points show SH <0.015 (not shown). However, there is
no argument that the fitting is over small ranges (e.g. Maraun
et al., 2004). This raises the question of how significant is
the reported scaling and thus the proposed anti-persistence.
While tests for scaling in cases of a single scaling regime
have been proposed (Tsonis and Elsner, 1995), similar tests
for multiple scaling regimes do not exist. The reason we trust
our results is that if the reported scaling was not significant,
then given the small ranges one would expect H to be a rather
random variable independent of the time scales considered.
This is not what we observe in Fig. 4. What we observe is
a coherent structure of persistence for short time scales becoming systematically anti-persistence for longer time scales
with features such as the well documented effect of El Niño
on temperature tendencies.

Nonlin. Processes Geophys., 14, 723–733, 2007
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Fig. 5. Example of frequency distributions of the increments
1y(t)=y(i+t)−y(i) for time scales t varying from 10 to 250 days.
Period of the analysis: 1948-2005.

Fig. 6. Regression coefficient standard error SH for timescales 2.0–4.0 years (top) and 4.5–6.0 years (bottom). Values of
SH >0.025 are shaded. First contour 0.025, contour interval 0.025.

To offer further support to this tendency (and to account
for possible effects due to spatial correlations in the temperature field) we randomly selected 1000 grid points (from a
total of over 10 368) and generated for each grid point a surrogate Markov process having the same length and lag-1 auNonlin. Processes Geophys., 14, 723–733, 2007
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Fig. 7. Examples of a log(F (t)) vs. log(t) plot for surrogate Markov
processes having the same length (1948–2005) and lag-1 autocorrelation as the corresponding temperature anomaly record T 0 .

tocorrelation as its temperature anomaly record T 0 . We then
repeated the analysis and calculated F (t) for each synthetic
time series. Figure 7 shows a few examples of the scaling in
this case. Now, we do not observe multiple scaling regimes
and as expected (Stanley, 1971) the asymptotic behavior beyond the local (in time) correlations is F (t)∼t 0.5 . We then
considered a number of ranges used in Fig. 4 and estimated
the corresponding H in those intervals. Figure 8 shows the
distribution of H from the surrogate data (solid line) and
the actual data (broken line) for four different ranges in time
scale. The distributions from the actual data project the general picture in Fig. 4 discussed above: for very short time
scales we have complete persistence, which as the time scale
becomes longer gives way to anti-persistence. The distributions from the surrogate data, however, tell a different story.
Independent of the time scale the distributions are centered
at about 0.5. While the variance increases (possibly due to
poorer statistics at longer time scales), there is no tendency
whatsoever away from the expected (on the average) value of
0.5. These significant differences between the distributions
of the actual data and surrogates indicate that our results are
not likely to arise because of spatial correlations in the data
or length of scaling regimes.
Pelletier (1997) has used spectral analysis on temperature records (i.e. on x(i)) directly and estimated the exponent β. The overall behavior of the spectra over the
range of time scales analyzed in our work appears to be red
(i.e. Sx (f )∼f −β with β>0). This implies persistence. As
we mentioned above the spectral density function is very
noisy. As such, while overall behaviors may be identified, anti-persistence over smaller ranges of scales (such as
those used in our work) may be masked. For example, in
his Fig. 3 one may identify in the range of ∼2–10 years
anti-persistence. However, the presence of noise makes this
www.nonlin-processes-geophys.net/14/723/2007/
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a)
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b)

c)

d)

Fig. 8. Frequency distribution of H from 1000 surrogate Markov data (solid line) and 1000 randomly selected actual data (broken line) for
four different ranges in time-scale: (a) 100–200 days, (b) 2.0–4.0 years, (c) 4.5–6.0 years and (d) 6.5–7.0 years. The dotted vertical line
identifies H =0.50. The distributions from the actual data indicate that for very short time scales persistence dominates; on the other hand
as the time scale becomes longer anti-persistence becomes more dominating. However, the distributions from the surrogate are centered at
about 0.5 for all time scales, as expected from theory.

assessment difficult. Our approach results in much smoother
functions and such regimes can be identified more adequately.
In the literature, the sort of analysis performed here is often done by the alternative method Detrended Fluctuation
Analysis (DFA) (Koscienly-Bunde et al., 1998). We find no
significant differences between DFA and the method we used
here. Therefore, while for very short time scales processes
in the climate system tend to promote an existing trend, for
longer time scales processes are activated to reverse an existing trend, consistent with the results obtained for the global
temperature record (Tsonis et al., 1998). Thus, the conclusions reached by using the global temperature record are
not just the result of some averaging procedure but reflect
the properties of the small scale fluctuations in the temperature field. Due to insufficient statistics in estimating F (t) at
longer time scales, we cannot extend this analysis any further
in time, but a different approach (see next section) indicates
that this anti-persistence may hold on longer time scales as
well.

www.nonlin-processes-geophys.net/14/723/2007/

4

Anti-persistence on long time-scales

Examination of the produced running sums reveals that significant reversals in the slope of the running sum have occurred on decadal time-scale in large areas over the globe
during 1948–2005. Some examples are shown over selected
regions in the extratropics of the Northern (Fig. 9a) and
Southern (Fig. 9b) Hemispheres. Decadal variations in the
running sum are clearly observed. In addition, interannual
to intra-decadal variations are also evident, particularly for
the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 9a). The spatial coherence
of the running sums is also obvious from the similar temporal variations among neighbor grid points (Fig. 9a, b). No
such tendencies were observed in the surrogate data. This
almost symmetrical decadal variability of the random walks
over regions in the Northern (Fig. 9a) and Southern (Fig. 9b)
Hemispheres suggests that the anti-persistence of temperature fluctuations indicated in the analysis above, may extend
on decadal time-scales.
In order to investigate this issue we proceed as follows.
Over finite time scales, a running sum may exhibit local
trends. Therefore, the total running sum length (RSL),
Nonlin. Processes Geophys., 14, 723–733, 2007
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Fig. 9. Running sum (Eq. 1) computed for daily temperature
anomalies (1948–2005) for locations in (a) Northern Europe (48–
53◦ N, 0◦ E–15◦ E) and (b) South Pacific around New Zealand (40–
55◦ S, 170–178◦ E). Each displacement is obtained for a distinct
grid point inside the indicated spatial domain.

P
defined as
y(i) over a given period of years is a useful quantity which may yield further evidence of the antipersistence in temperature anomalies on long time-scales.
Consequently, random walks were arbitrarily computed in
two non-overlapping periods: 1948–1975 (Fig. 10a) and
1976–2005 (Fig. 10b).
Interestingly, areas with high RSL magnitude (positive and
negative) switch sign from 1948–1975 to 1976–2005 in a coherent and consistent way with maxima in Fig. 10a becoming minima in Fig. 10b and vice-versa. We observe a general
tendency in the first period (Fig. 10a) for positive RSL values in the northern hemisphere and Antarctica (region 1) and
a general tendency for negative RSL values in oceans of the
southern hemisphere (region 2). This is an indication that
Nonlin. Processes Geophys., 14, 723–733, 2007

Fig. 10. Running sum length (RSL) for 1948–1975 (top) and 1976–
2006 (bottom). Solid (dashed) lines enclose regions with positive
6
 (negative) RSL. Units are 10 K. Note that maxima in Fig. 10 (top)
become minima in Fig. 10 (bottom) and vice-versa.


the regime of temperature anomalies in region 1 was such
that the frequency and/or intensity of positive temperature
anomalies during 1948–1975 preserved the positive trend in
the running sum, whereas in region 2 the trends in the running sum were mostly dominated by negative temperature
anomalies.
This is an interesting observation but what is remarkable
is the reversal observed in Fig. 10b. Now the RSL is negative in region 1 and positive in region 2. The reversal appears
to be universal; it is occurring at almost all grid points and
is consistent with the general tendency for anti-persistence
observed in Fig. 4 as the time scale increases. This reversal suggests that anti-persistence in temperature fluctuations
extends to time scales longer than those of ENSO. This will
indicate that decadal time-scales processes are also important
in regulating temperature variations.
www.nonlin-processes-geophys.net/14/723/2007/
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Fig. 11. Running sum (Eq. 1) generated from summer reconstructed temperature anomalies in New Zealand (dashed line) and
United Kingdom (dotted line) during 1750–1975. The correlation between these two curves is equal −0.58 and is statistically significant at 5% significance level. The number of degrees of freedom (Ndof ) is equal to 15 based on the relationship
Ndof =N (1−ρ1NZ ρ1UK )/(1+ρ1NZ ρ1UK ) , where Nis the number
of seasons and ρ1NZ (ρ1UK ) is the lag-1 auto-correlation function
for New Zealand (United Kingdom) records. Solid lines are 5 years
moving average (200 passes) to highlight low-frequency variability
of temperature regimes in New Zealand and United Kingdom.

5

Anti-persistence in paleoclimatic records

The suggested anti-persistence on decadal time scales is
next examined using paleoclimate data. Fortunately, temperature records exist for Europe (European Gridded and
Regional summer reconstruction) (Briffa et al., 1988) and
New Zealand (Xiong and Palmer, 2000). These two regions
are particularly important for this study because as RSL in
Northern Europe is positive, around New Zealand is negative
and vice-versa (Figs. 9 and 10). Temperature variations over
Europe (EU) were reconstructed for a 6-month summer season (April–September) for the period 1750–1975 using a network of maximum latewood (Briffa et al., 1988). The New
Zealand (NZ) data consist of average summer (February–
March) temperature derived from eleven NZ cedar ring width
chronologies (Xiong and Palmer, 2000).
Temperature anomalies in both datasets were obtained
with respect to the 1951–1970 period. Trends were removed
and the running sums of summer temperature fluctuations
were computed according to Eq. (1). Figure 11 shows the
two running sums (dotted lines). The correlation coefficient
between these two running sums is −0.58 and is statistically
significant at the 5% significance level. The solid lines are 5year moving average and show correlation equals to −0.78.
These results indicate that the remarkable anti-persistence
www.nonlin-processes-geophys.net/14/723/2007/
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Fig. 12. The log(F (t)) vs. log(t) function from the net displacements in Fig. 11. United Kingdom (solid line), New Zealand (dotted
line).

on decadal time-scale and the anti-correlation between New
Zealand and UK datasets have been present in the last 2.5
centuries. The reconstructed datasets are summer averages
in both hemispheres and, consequently, the anti-correlation
is not an artifact of computing random walks over distinct
seasons. The slopes in the running sum indicate changes
in regimes of seasonal temperature fluctuations. The anticorrelation provides additional support to the results shown
in Figs. 9 and 10, which suggest that atmospheric processes
in the subtropics and mid-latitudes of the SH and interactions
with the Southern Oceans play an important role to moderate
global variations of temperature on decadal time-scales.
We note additionally that the scaling properties (Fig. 12)
obtained from New Zealand and United Kingdom are very
consistent with those in Fig. 4. The scaling coefficient H estimated from Fig. 11 for United Kingdom is equal to 0.42
and for New Zealand is equal to 0.34 within the 1.0–9.0
years time scale range. Similar H coefficients are observed
around New Zealand and Northern Europe (typically at 6.0–
7.5 years time-scale) in Fig. 4.

6

Conclusions

The anti-persistence of the temperature field on inter-decadal
time scales is part of the decadal variability of the climate
system and this property has not been identified before. Processes at time scales longer than that of ENSO are also
responsible for maintaining stationarity in the temperature
anomaly field. In addition, our results indicate the importance of the Southern Oceans in regulating temperature fluctuation regimes on long time-scales. The origin of interdecadal fluctuations in the climate system is currently one
of the most challenging problems in climate dynamics with
Nonlin. Processes Geophys., 14, 723–733, 2007
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known global impacts on climate and oceanic ecosystems
(Francis et al., 1998; Mantua et al., 1997). For example, the
interdecadal fluctuations of the large-scale circulation over
the North Pacific (Deser et al., 2004; Trenberth and Hurrell,
1994) has been hypothesized to occur from a variety of possibilities ranging from: 1) coupled ocean-atmosphere interactions (Latif and Barnett, 2005), 2) air-sea interactions in the
subtropical Pacific with atmospheric teleconnections to the
North Pacific (Knutson and Manabe, 1998), 3) extratropicaltropical interactions via an equatorward subsurface oceanic
pathway and a return atmospheric bridge (Gu and Philander,
1997) and 4) climate noise arising from integrating stochastic
atmospheric variability over the North Pacific Ocean mixed
layer and the thermocline (Pierce et al., 2001; Frankignoul et
al., 2000). Interestingly, the variations and time-scale of antipersistence are consistent with the variability of the strength
of the wintertime atmospheric circulation over North Pacific
(20–30 yrs). As such, the anti-persistence reported here constitutes a new and additional piece in the puzzle of interdecadal oscillations in the climate system.
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